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  October sunrise over Lyonshall  Village & ‘Coldheart’ ridge with The Autumn coming on. 

 

“October is a nothing month. It just fills in the gap between lovely September and dismal 

November” I said gloomily awhile back.  I WAS WRONG!  Latterly it was so full of sightings, 

observations, arcane knowledge and interesting ideas that it’s difficult to know where to 

start on this Diary. So I shall apologise in advance for rambling; this issue will not follow its 

usual pattern and may not follow any discernible pattern at all! 

 

Shorter Days 

Even star-gazing dark-sky enthusiasts (of whom I’m one) dislike the shorter days of Autumn 

but I have just recognised one advantage. Although we may miss seeing the sun set in the 

narrow gap between work and supper, we are more likely to see the sun rise. And dawn is 

every bit as colourful as dusk and leads us, sometimes optimistically, into the day.  “Red sky 

in the morning, Shepherds’ warning” – who cares? No old-style shepherds here.  So we 

begin and end this issue of Lyonshall Country Diary with photos of our October dawn and, 

for good measure, include another photo below. 

 

 
‘Church House’ framed by Autumn.  

Colour 

What makes the ‘Church House’ picture above so colourful is, of course, not just the light 

but the Autumn leaves, particularly on the trees, many of which have changed colour quite 

rapidly over the month. For those with an interest in the science behind changing leaf 

colours I can recommend a brief blog in The Woodland Trust’s “Nature’s Calendar” for this 

October which explains photosynthesis and the significance of chlorophyll, producing green 

pigment, in relation to caretonoid (yellow) and anthocyanin (red) pigments. However, though 



brief, it is too long to reproduce here! So instead of going into the minutiae of chlorophyll 

take-up I shall just show a few of this month’s leaves which, inter alia, demonstrate that 

they don’t all turn to the same shades of orange we tend to expect! 

         
                      (1).                             (2). © Les K.                                (3).                                        (4).                                                             

The Wych Hazel has assumed a lovely golden colour. Note that although the photo was 

taken quite late in the month, it is surrounded by leaves which are still green. (“Wych” or 

“Witch”, used for some varieties of Elm, Hazel and Hornbeam, is from the Old English for 

“pliant” because the branches are particularly “whippy”.  It bears no relation to witches .... Or 

does it? Think broomsticks!) 

         (1)  Wych hazel with white Lilacs. 

(2) This beautiful Acer at ‘Penrhos House’ goes by the name of “October Glory”, which 

couldn’t be more apt. 

(3) A random handful of leaves taken from nearby trees and shrubs, plus a few berries, 

make a picture of colour and form worthy of a still life by one of the old Dutch 

Masters!  

(4) And a Mahonia mixes its red Autumn leaves with its early yellow flowers! 

Strangely enough, the Beech trees which usually give the most widespread and consistent 

display of Autumn colour are – I think – late in changing this year. The Beech mast fell weeks 

ago but the leaves were still mostly green on the trees at Hallowe’en. 

 

Other Flora 

Rambling on to other sights and observations about the local flora this month... 

Two hedgerow shrubs which have brought delight and some confusion are 

• the not-so-common Spindle, uninspiring earlier in the year but bright with pink-

and-orange berries in Autumn, and  

• the ultra-common Hazel, which has already produced infant catkins, which I would 

not usually expect to see before December or January. No doubt the Winter weather 

will determine whether these early catkins reach their full length and pollinate 

before February/March, their normal flowering period. 

I have also been surprised to see coral-coloured berries on a small Box which has grown 

from a cutting I just stuck in a pot a year or so ago because it seemed a shame to throw it 

away!  Previous owners of this property planted several hundred yards of Box hedging, 

much of which has grown into substantial - if dilapidated – bushes, but I have never 

previously seen berries on Box, here or anywhere else! “You live and learn”, as they say! 

           
                           Spindle ©Debbie & Nick S.           Hazel  Catkins.                         Box Berries. 



Talking of berries, my attention has been drawn to the small shrub Tutsan (Hypericum 

androsaemum), described as a garden weed but with pretty little yellow flowers followed by 

berries which turn from red to black. I am ashamed to say that this does indeed grow like a 

weed in my garden but I have never previously thought about it other than to hack it back 

where it becomes too invasive. My garden does not, however, enjoy another garden weed, 

the Thorn Apple (Datura stramonium) which has “lovely white flowers and evil-looking seed 

pods”, shown below. 

                                         
                                                  ‘Tutsan’,      ‘Thorn Apple’      &      Buff-tail on ‘Ivy’  © Debbie & Nick S.  

Although we usually leave the berries on the Tutsan hypericum all winter for the benefit of 

birds and insects, they seem to attract little interest. 

 

The same is not true of Ivy. The photo here shows a Buff-tailed Bumblebee on Ivy this 

October but on any warm sunny day when the Ivy is in flower – and it has a very long 

flowering-period - it is alive with insects. Later, its berries feed Blackbirds and Thrushes. 

And throughout the year the denser growths support and hide nests. We are lucky enough 

to have inherited some golden-berried “Poet’s Ivy” , probably from the Victorian builders of 

the railway station, which comes into flower a little later than the “ordinary” Ivy, so the 

overall presence of Ivy here extends through most of the year. However, if you’re not lucky 

enough to inherit any Ivy, a visit to the garden centre will show there are dozens of varieties 

to choose from  -- climbing, trailing, bush, green, gold, green-and-gold etc. etc. Strongly 

recommended! Perhaps we should form an “Ivy League” – oh, no, that’s been done already. 

P.S.  Ivy is nowhere near as destructive to masonry as has been alleged, unless your mortar 

is already crumbling. In fact it is said to improve the insulation value of houses ☺  and it’s  

much prettier than rockwool or eco-activists!        

  Save on your heating bills and save some insects at the same time? 

 

Plants and Insects 

... Because our insects are in dire need of saving. . There is a desperate drop in the 

number of insects in Britain this year, which I’ve mentioned before. It may be significant that 

the Buff tailed Bumblebee photo above is the only insect picture I have received this month 

and the only sightings we have made ourselves were of two multi-spot Ladybirds (orange 

with 20+ black spots) - probably Harlequins, one or two late Red Admirals and a Comma 

Butterfly and a few Earwigs [and drunken Wasps of course - after too much Cider!].  

However, some insects leave their mark while themselves going largely unseen, such as the 

Silk Button Gall Wasp (Neuroterus numismalis):     © Sally B. 



Silk Button Gall Wasps are tiny wasps about 2mm (yes-millimetres) in length with brown 

bodies and clear wings which form chemically-induced leaf galls on Oak trees. The gall 

shown here – the ‘Silk Button Spangle Gall’ - gives the wasp its name because it is button-

shaped and covered with golden hairs which look like silk thread. These can be found in 

hundreds on the underside of Oak leaves and have the unusual habit of growing in size even 

after the leaf falls from the tree! Each gall houses one tiny larva on the ground over the 

winter which, if it survives, will emerge as a Gall Wasp in the Spring. The wasp is “two 

generational” i.e. it has one bisexual generation and one ‘agamic’ (all-female) generation 

per year. For more details of how they reproduce I recommend the website - it’s 

complicated! 

You might not like the tiny Wasps, if you ever see them, but the little button galls are 

actually quite pretty - as well as interesting. 

 

Mammal News 

There isn’t a lot of mammal news this October but what we have is a mixture of the good 

and the not-so-good. 

First the good news!  ☺  A white school mini-bus stopped suddenly on the A480 just 

outside The Old Station one sunny afternoon and the lady driver jumped out. She was trying 

to avoid running over a Hedgehog, which would have upset her and her young passengers. 

(She should be thanked for her quick-thinking.)  Fortunately my partner was in the front 

garden and was able to pick the Hedgehog up and put it in a safe place eventually. It was (is) 

small, youngish and apparently healthy and took itself off, away from the main road, with a 

lot of encouragement! Hopefully by now it is under a hedge or in one of our old and wildlife 

friendly ‘eco-woodpiles’, away from the traffic and settling down for a long winter snooze.  

 
There is more good Hedgehog news as a regular ‘pair of them’ is regularly visiting a house 

in Burgage Close in the heart of Lyonshall Village. 

 

Further good news – the abundant local Grey Squirrel population continues to entertain us! 

Several contributors have commented on how many lively young Squirrels {‘Kits’} we have in 

Lyonshall at this autumnal time of the year and here is a particularly cheeky one! 

 
@ ‘Stepstile’ © Shaun P. 



The less good news!  Although Rabbits eat our plants and ruin our gardens and we would 

all be glad to see their numbers massively reduced, I, for one, would not like to see that 

achieved through Myxomatosis and that, I fear, is back yet again this year.  

 

During the last fortnight in October I saw three Rabbits [2 in the Upper Fishpool Orchard, 1 

on our drive] which were stumbling about into walls and ditches or sitting seemingly blind 

and uncaring on the footpath, i.e. showing all the signs of being infected with “myxy”.  

Another three Rabbits (1 in our garden, 2 in the Orchard) were found dead but with no sign 

of predation or injury. It has been seven or eight years, I think, since we last saw a major 

myxomatosis attack in Lyonshall and I would have hoped never to see it again - it is a 

horrible way to die. “Myxy” is a viral infection transmitted mainly through the bite of fleas 

and lice or directly from one infected Rabbit to another. Keep pet Rabbits away from any 

potential area of contact with wild Rabbits, ideally indoors, and keep dogs and other pets 

away as far as possible. There are only two consolations; firstly, not all strains of the 

myxoma virus are equally virulent and therefore some Rabbits may have a milder form of 

the disease or escape it altogether; secondly, the disease is cyclical and may “disappear” for 

a few years. It will be valuable to know whether there have been any other sightings of 

Rabbits displaying the symptoms of Myxomatosis in Lyonshall or the wider area so that 

warnings can be issued as necessary.  

(“Team Wilder ” may be able to help with this – see below) 

 

More cheerfully - 

Here’s the latest on Birds 

Two articles in ‘The Times’ caught my eye in October, both about birds:  

The first was about a Durham University desk research into bird migration from Europe to 

Africa and vice versa, specifically from sightings recorded over 50 years in Gibraltar and The 

Gambia. This suggests that over this period Willow Warblers, Yellow Wagtails, Nightingales 

and many other species have been staying later in Europe and flying back earlier from 

Africa, so that they are actually spending 50 or 60 more days per annum in their European 

habitats and might ultimately cease to go back to Africa at all. This is attributed to rising 

temperatures and the observation that migratory birds can “time their migration journeys 

through changes in day length” and make “more nuanced decisions responding to climate 

conditions and available vegetation”. The implications for other wildlife and knock-on 

effects at both ends of the journey, such as competition for winter food, could be 

considerable and the article provoked a lot of controversy. I was reminded that this year the 

Lyonshall Country Diary has had local reports of migrant birds arriving later (or not at all) 

and also leaving later but sample size in Lyonshall is too small to be statistically significant. 

Nevertheless this is something we might keep an eye on. 

The second article refers to small birds of different species (Tits, Chiffchaffs, Goldcrests, 

etc.) gathering together in “bird waves” to forage for insects in the hedgerows and to co-

operate on other “food finds”. This certainly ties in with our experience and also – right on 

cue – with photos received showing mixed groups of little birds on village garden feeders.  

We are therefore awarding our “Photo of the Month” - October 2021 to Shaun Price for 

this cheery picture of Goldfinches, Sparrows and Great Tits and a Bullfinch flocking together 

and sharing the bird feeders bounty in a ‘Stepstile’ house garden in Lyonshall Village. 

 



 
“Watch the birdies”! © Shaun P. [How many can you see?] 

This jolly picture of little birds feeding competed for our attention with two other photos, 

taken in quick succession, which show a different aspect of bird life, the “spirit of bird” 

exemplified by these pictures of a Buzzard [Buteo buteo ] hunting over a local meadow. Eric 

Hill [©], the photographer, describes the sense of drama of this raptor hunting low over the 

fields - the speed of which he has captured in the “ghostly” outline on one of these photos. 

 

       
         “Searching”              then       “about to Swoop”! 

Other birds seen this October included Nuthatches and Jays, from two different sources, 

which I am particularly envious about as I haven’t seen a Jay near the ‘old railway’ for two or 

three years. Greater Spotted Woodpeckers have also been recorded at more than one place 

in the village; the one shown below has found a clever way of prising open the fat-ball 

basket to get at the goodies from the top. Other photos are of a Sparrow Hawk, either 

waiting to catch its lunch or just digesting it, and a charming Great Tit, one of a pair seen 

early in the month but not seen since. As I mentioned last month, the number and species 

of birds seen in the Parish this year has been very ambiguous, with some contributors 

reporting more than in earlier years and others reporting fewer.  It is all ‘perchance’. 

                    
           Woodpecker   &    Sparrow Hawk © Sean P.        Great Tit © Debby E.                     Old Robin’s Nest. 



Finally, an apology! What we confidently believed to be a Sparrow’s nest when we found it in 

the hedgerow in late September turned out to be an upside-down & empty Robin’s nest. 

When  all nestlings had finally flown and the old hedge was ready for cutting back we 

reached through the bushes to get it out. Whatever the nest-builder, it’s still a work-of-art. 

 

Fungi, Foraging, Food and Farming 

The Lyonshall Country Diary wouldn’t be the same without mentioning fungi whenever they 

are around and in October they were around a-plenty. As always, this year’s fungi were not 

the same as last year’s and not in the same places; as always, most of the smaller cap fungi 

lasted only a day, so if not recorded when first seen they are forgotten until the next 

manifestation; I broke my own rule about noting them down and photographing them even 

when fairly sure I’d seen them before. 

With such a huge and diverse range, one of the first questions asked is always “Can I eat it?” 

and the second question is “Who can identify or confirm what I’ve picked?” Sadly, the answer 

to the first question is “If in doubt, don’t” (very few are deadly but several could make you 

quite ill ) and to the second is “Regrettably, we don’t have the same system in the UK as they 

have in other European countries of a local chemist to whom you can show your 

“mushrooms” before cooking them” – a job opportunity, I would think, for someone with the 

knowledge and courage to do it in this ‘food-centric County’. There probably are some 

experienced fungi-foragers in Lyonshall but I don’t know them so I can’t advise. 

However, NONE of the fungi we have recorded this month is certainly edible and in some 

cases they look distinctly unappetising. – some are definitely POISONOUS ! 

 

                               
.           1. & 2. Fly Agaric ©Debby A.                 3. Honey Fungus.      [  4. Sulphur Polypore.   &  5. Sulphur Tuft & 

         
 6. © Debbie & Nick S.                                           7. Coral Spot Fungus.   

1. & 2).   Fly Agaric – the “toadstool” of children’s picture books.  All it needs is a gnome 

to sit on top of it! Despite its jolly appearance - this one really is poisonous. The photos 

show it when young and a few hours later.  It does not “improve with age”!   

3).   Honey Fungus – fatal to trees long-term; not fatal to humans but not recommended 

as an edible vegetable either!  Very common in its many forms in the Lyonshall area. 

4).   Sulphur Polypore – a bracket fungus growing on oaks and other deciduous trees. 

Some of the Polypores, such as “Chicken-of-the-Woods”, are delicious when young but 

most grow hard and inedible quite quickly.  



5 & 6).   Sulphur Tuft – a pretty little yellow-brown fungus growing in large clumps on 

tree stumps, it is not thought to be seriously poisonous but can cause serious stomach 

upsets. However, when you see how it has “deliquesced” after a fortnight, you wouldn’t 

want to eat it anyway!  Would you? 

7).   Coral Spot – classified as a fungus although very lichen-like in appearance, this 

grows on the bark of dead deciduous branches. The little pustules are notable mainly for 

their pretty coral colour. I don’t believe anyone would think of eating it!  Do you? 

 

We have also received photographs of another fungus which we have not identified to date. 

We’ll let you know in November. 

 

Finally, a hitherto unknown food fact, courtesy of our food-sleuth Debby Emadian: (see 

recipe to follow). Did you know that the flowers of the dreaded Himalayan Balsam   are 

cooked and eaten in curries in India?    As she so rightly says: 

“Another incentive   to   join   the   local   eradication   battle   in 

a more enjoyable fashion”. 

 

I also mentioned ‘farming’ in the sub-heading. That was to give me an opportunity to show 

just one aspect of how farming is developing in The Parish of Lyonshall, with the 

environment, biodiversity and non-traditional crops in consideration. The photograph below 

shows field margins on ‘The Whittern Estate’ planted with Sunflowers.  ☺ 

 

  
“Sunflower Margin” planted @ ‘The Whittern’.  © Isobel H. 

The Perry Pear Trees near the War Memorial Hall. 

Isobel Hutton’s October photo of the ancient Perry Pear trees near the Memorial Hall in 

Lyonshall shows that they have borne no fruit this year. It does, however, show clearly the 

twisted trunks resulting from trees growing under stress. 

 

 
                 The last Perry pears © Isobel H.  



Lyonshall Weather in October 

  

Well – um – what can one say?  October 2021’s weather in Lyonshall Parish was 

boring as usual and very “dull”!  On the other hand – “Yippeeeee”! 

The BBC tells us every day of Droughts, Storms, Forest Fires, Floods, Earthquakes 

and volcanic eruptions.  “The end of the world is nigh”.  Well, here in Lyonshall it 

was just “normal”!  Not very exciting and not very interesting either. 

 

 
 

The temperature was mostly just above the average expected.  The air pressure was mostly 

just below the average expected.  We had no ‘Storms’, few really “Windy days”, the odd bit of 

Sunshine but less sunshine than we might have hoped for.  It was great growing weather for 

weeds and hedges but our monthly rainfall was 96.6mm [⅓ above average].  – maybe !  ☺  

Forthcoming Events  
As the Herefordshire Wildlife Trust’s new venture at Birches Farm HR5 3EY, between 

Lyonshall and Kington, gets properly underway post-Pandemic, they are hosting a number 

of craft events this November.  

Coming soon are: 

• Friday, November 12 – Introduction to Wool craft. 

• Saturday, November 20 – Hazel Basket-making. 

• Friday, November 26 – “Autumn treasure into Watercolours”. 

• Saturday, November 27 – Birches Farm Winter Weekend - Celebrating National Tree 

Week. 

For more information on these and other HWT events visit:  www.herefordshirewt.org/events 

http://www.herefordshirewt.org/events


 Lyonshall Wildlife On the Map 

I was also pleased to receive an e-mail “out of the blue” this month from Sarah King who has 

recently joined Herefordshire Wildlife Trust as Community Engagement Officer to help set 

up and run their Team Wilder   initiative throughout the County. Team Wilder is designed to 

map, encourage and link activities by individuals and local groups which, one way or 

another, are designed to help wildlife, even quite modest actions such as feeding birds or 

planting pollinators. This initiative may at least give us opportunities to relate our findings, 

such as those concerning migratory birds, to those in neighbouring areas but there could be 

far wider opportunities or interesting ideas to pursue. I only received the letter a few days 

ago so have not “thought it through” yet but suggest that readers might like to access the 

website www.herefordshirewt.org/wilderherefordshire to find out more about it. For a start, 

you might like to get in touch with Sarah through the website with reference to the “Wilder 

Actions” map which they have just launched to enable individuals to show “what they get up 

to at home” with regard to wildlife. I quote “We hope that this map will allow people to feel 

connected to other people around them and to give one another ideas of all the things you 

can do, big or small, to help nature.”  Let’s put Lyonshall firmly on that map! 

 

“The Wild Table” 
The next Recipe:  { attached }.    

Don’t miss the October recipe from Debby Emadian, this time for Ground Elder Soup.  It 

looks delicious and it is an excellent way of getting rid of the wretched ‘Ground Elder’.  ☺   

 

 

“October Dawn” over ‘Spond Lane’ from ‘Elsdon’. © Jane Goodman.  
 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS, verbal or photographic, amateur or expert, gratefully received at  

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 
    

http://www.herefordshirewt.org/wilderherefordshire
mailto:%20jcvqa@btinternet.com
mailto:%20jcvqa@btinternet.com

